Journey with me sailing the oceans & visiting exotic islands. While the trade winds breathed into the large sails I was captivated by the many transformations of light & shapes around me. Abstracted interpretations could be seen all around, even the twist in the yachting ropes were highlighted so rhythmically. The natural world with its beautiful creatures of land & sea, when kissed by the light, reflected their amazing textures. The waves shone with translucent motions & the islands were alive with vibrant colors. Each design will bring the illuminated light of day and a glow of harmony to every room.
VL27141-MW355 12' (l) X 6' (w) Corridor

VL16412-MW355 48" (l) X 48" (w) SM

VL27143-MW355 72" (l) X 48" (w) SM

VL16409-MW355 48" (l) X 48" (w) SM
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Virginia Living
Some patterns featured in this brochure are “Conceptual” since the scales are exaggerated for appearance. Actual aesthetics may vary based on your actual floor plan layout and installation requirements.